
SCVSDA 60th Annual Jubilee
Programs for New Dancers

SCVSDA exists to preserve and promote the square dancing activity, and encouraging the recruiting and enjoyment of new 
dancers is an important part of that. Our member clubs run classes, and our General Dance Program was established 
specifically to increase the dancing opportunities for dancers who are not ready for full Plus hoedowns.  This year at 
Jubilee we are expanding our offerings for new dancers with the following specific initiatives.

Friday Evening – Intro to Square Dancing
On Friday, September 16th, we will be hosting a FREE session at Jubilee to which anybody can invite 
their friends to try out square dancing.  The callers will be three of our Top Ten Callers who have had 
many years of experience teaching beginner classes. This will be very much like the intro nights 
typically offered by clubs that run classes – but you can invite people to this session whether or not 
your club is running a class this year. People who enjoy this intro will be welcome to join any of the 
classes that are starting this fall. Those who have already started in a September class are also welcome 
to participate, enjoy more dancing, and meet other new and current dancers – and to use it as another 
way to introduce their friends to their new activity!

"Easy/Fun Level" Dancing
With so many different classes in our area running at different speeds and following different teaching 
orders, we've decided this year to try emulating the strategy taken by the sponsors of most "newer 
dancer hoedowns". We want people to be able to dance regardless of whether they are in a class that 
starts by teaching GDP or one that starts with Mainstream. All day Saturday we will be offering 
"Easy/Fun Level" dancing which will be suitable for anyone who knows either GDP or Mainstream, 
using only the calls included in both. Also, as with our General Dances, the emphasis will be on 
"standard applications" of these calls.

These sessions (and the name) are partly inspired by the very popular Sunday evening session at 
Golden State Round Up (labeled "Fun Level For All").  You can also think of this set of sessions as 
being like an extended (all day) "newer dance hoedown".  However you want to think of them, if you 
are a Mainstream dancer, you are welcome! If you are a GDP dancer you are welcome! If you are in a 
class that has taught either of these sets of calls you are welcome!  And of course if you dance Plus or 
higher you are welcome!

European Style Saturday Evening Hoedown
Saturday evening will feature a special session utilizing the "European Style" format, with no breaks 
between tips. This means each dancer can choose when to take breaks, skipping whichever tips they 
would prefer not to dance.  One third of the tips will be "Easy/Fun Level" that everybody will be able to 
dance.  Every third tip will be GDP, using just a few additional calls. And one third will be Mainstream, 
with the caller free to use any call from that larger set.  So anyone who has learned at least Mainstream 
will be able to dance (at least) 2 out of 3 of the tips.  (And the same for anybody who only knows 
GDP.) New dancers from any class that has covered both the GDP and Mainstream subsets (even if the 
class hasn't finished Plus) will be able to freely choose among any of the tips. (Or even dance 
continuously for three hours, if they feel up to it – but most dancers usually want to rest about 1/3 of 
the time at a hoedown anyway.)

Full Mainstream Sessions
We have expanded our schedule (compared with last year) to keep all four halls open on Sunday, and 
we will be offering full Mainstream on Sunday from 10:00am to 1:30pm. Mainstream dancers will also 
be welcome to participate in the "all dancing together" final half hour session that ends the weekend.
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